Logistics and Supply Chain Management – Pre-2017 commencing students transitional arrangements

1. Master of Logistics and Supply Chain Management – 2016 commencing students

Core units of study
Students complete 42 credit points in core units of study as follows:

- ITLS5000 Foundations of Supply Chain Management
- ITLS5200 Quantitative Logistics and Transport
- ITLS6002 Supply Chain Planning and Design
- ITLS6003 Contemporary Procurement
- ITLS6004 Warehouse and Inventory Management / Supply Chain Visibility OR ITLS6008
  Production and Operations Management
- ITLS6101 Global Freight Logistics Management
- ITLS6090 Logistics and Supply Chain Project

2. Graduate Diploma and Graduate Certificate in Logistics and Supply Chain Management – 2016 commencing students

Core units of study
Students complete 24 credit points in core units of study as follows:

- ITLS5000 Foundations of Supply Chain Management
- ITLS5200 Quantitative Logistics and Transport
- ITLS6003 Contemporary Procurement
- ITLS6004 Warehouse and Inventory Management / Supply Chain Visibility OR ITLS6008
  Production and Operations Management